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Competence and experience

We will use our competence and many years experience to help  

you enhance your costumers‘ shopping experience, increase 

sales and generate more attention at the point of  sales - to make 

your solution a success.

Automated content creation

This sophisticated system allows a large number of media to be 

administered efficiently and linked, thus leading to automated 

content creation and distribution. Reduce effort and time and save 

costs!

Independent editing

You and your team can work together on the same project. Thanks 

to the sophisticated rights management system, everyone can 

have different access rights depending on competence and field 

of work.

screenFOOD® CS

• Available to purchase or as SaaS (Soft-
ware as a Service)

• Multilingual GUI
• Professional rights management for indi-

vidual access rights
• Dynamic content creation with a simple 

input mask
• Many media and video formats can be 

incorporated
• Flexible time planning
• Incorporation of corporate design

Minimal spread losses and high 

attention guaranteed

If you want to publish the right content effi-

ciently, at the right locations, screenFOOD® 

CS is exactly the right software for admini-

strationg your digital screens.

Telenor, Norway

screenFOOD® CS - 
The professional digital signage software 
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Enhanced shopping experience

Individual advertising for your customers

Increasing the sales of your products

Integrated measures

Present your digital product range in a customer-friendly, interactive 

way. Open up a new purchasing dimension to your customers and 

integrate different measures to form an eventful solution - the pos-

sibilities are far-reaching and efective. The digital in-store communi-

cation serves as a perfect complement to the innovative positioning 

of your brand.

Successful advertising

You can increase your sales with dynamic product/product range 

advertising on digital screens. The simple and fast exchange of pro-

duct details means that changes can be reacted to efficiently. This 

will reduce both costs and time in the long term. You will also have 

a modern, trend-setting presentational appearance.

screenFOOD® CS - 
Applications for your success 

Location-specific transmission

Administrate your contents online on the screenFOOD® platform 

and have them automatically distributed to the screen of your 

choice according to your time schedule - in different languages for 

different countries. By linking it t your internal goods system you 

can, for example, also publish product-specfic  advertising for arti-

cles available in the shop in question. 

Telenor, Norway

Melectronics, Switzerland

Migros Gastronomie Zürich, Switzerland


